XVII. THE VITRUVIAN MAN
Towards the end of 2020 I have made a few independent discoveries
(or they were telepathic messages) with no knowledge of existence or
past publications. They will provide complete new dimension to all of
the discoveries to date.
As we know and you will argue without actually putting any thought to
it - practically everything in the main stream books is a lie. This also
includes Yoga or more precisely the Lotus Pose.
One must be blind not to see that what you have been shown and
taught (I never did in my life any yoga for which I’m very happy about)
has again been designed to point you in the wrong direction. So lets
analyse it - have a look at these two pictures:

As you can see on the left - the figure of a triangle. And on the right
(look at the circle) the figure of a pentagram or the neurones
connection or the sun. What is interesting about the circle in the
picture on the right is that our limbs were designed not no spread any
more. To be precise the legs will not go naturally any wider (without
months of exercising) and the arms cannot be lifted up beyond that
angle (presuming they are stretched backwards and palms facing
down).

What is the difference? The triangle confines the energy within your
body whereas the Vitruvian Man and the circle position riches out to
the space.
In the first case you are prevented from recharging your body. In the
second - the energy flows through arms and head which leads to
intersecting of the flow through the heart area.
We can also look at these pictures to show you what I have in mind:

Everything you know is designed to fool you! Left - recycle sign. Middle
& Right - the neurones in brain and a radiating star.
The conclusion is very simple - Da Vinci was a genius and probably
even him and then in his times he didn’t know what he discovered. But
my mind deciphered the clue. The difference is the Lotus Pose is the
preventative pose. Preventative from elevating your consciousness to
higher levels whereas Vitruvian Man is the opposite.
Even more than that! Imagine if you didn’t need to eat! Imagine if you
could just charge your body up by absorbing endless amounts of energy
from ether. Practise this position and you will notice that your food
intake will be reduced by a massive amount.
Food is a poison. No matter what it is. It makes us age. Eating should
be only by means of pleasuring our tasting butts and not to sustain our
bodily functions.
There are concrete archeological discovery about Tartarian Empire
where very advanced dwellings and structures have no toilets of any

kind. This civilisation was very advanced and the thought that there
were zero provisions for needing a Number One or Number Two leads
me only to conclude that they had to know how to eliminate the need
for food intake.
The same principle should be applied in case of space travel - having
means to avoid taking food with you would be fascinating. Perhaps
some of the latest movies show us in e.g. Mandalorian, Startreck, Star
Wars - where most of characters do not consume any food or drink.
Especially when on a space vessel.
Unthinkable - think nothing is impossible. And perhaps our bodies if
freed from nanotechnology can become Perpetuum Mobile Machine!

